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Summary
Protein folding is an important and challenging problem in
molecular biology. During the last two decades, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has proved to be a paramount tool and
was widely used to study protein structures, folding kinetics
and thermodynamics, and structure–stability–function relationship. It was also used to help engineering and designing new
proteins, and to answer even more general questions such as
the minimal number of amino acid or the evolution principle of
protein families. Nowadays, the MD simulation is still undergoing rapid developments. The first trend is to toward developing new coarse-grained models and studying larger and more
complex molecular systems such as protein–protein complex
and their assembling process, amyloid related aggregations, and
structure and motion of chaperons, motors, channels and virus
capsides; the second trend is toward building high resolution
models and explore more detailed and accurate pictures of protein folding and the associated processes, such as the coordination bond or disulfide bond involved folding, the polarization,
charge transfer and protonate/deprotonate process involved in
metal coupled folding, and the ion permeation and its coupling
with the kinetics of channels. On these new territories, MD simulations have given many promising results and will continue to
offer exciting views. Here, we review several new subjects investigated by using MD simulations as well as the corresponding
developments of appropriate protein models. These include but
are not limited to the attempt to go beyond the topology based
Gō-like model and characterize the energetic factors in protein
structures and dynamics, the study of the thermodynamics and
kinetics of disulfide bond involved protein folding, the modeling
of the interactions between chaperonin and the encapsulated
protein and the protein folding under this circumstance, the
effort to clarify the important yet still elusive folding mechanism of protein BBL, the development of discrete MD and its
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INTRODUCTION
Protein folding is among the most important and challenging
problem in molecular and computational biology. In the early
1960s, Christian B. Anfinsen showed that proteins can fold reversibly under thermodynamic control and concluded that: (1) proteins organize themselves without assistant machinery into one of
a myriad of possible conformations; (2) the native conformation
is thermodynamically stable and, accordingly, the global minimum of the free energy landscape (1, 2). This thermodynamical
point of view of protein folding was facing a famous paradox at
the time—the Levinthal paradox, which states that if a protein
has to explore the entire phase space to find its global minimum,
it will take the age of the universe (3). Since the foundational
work of Anfinsen, enormous efforts, including experimental and
theoretical, have been done to solve the protein folding problem.
Gradually, people are led to the new statistical view of protein
folding which suggests that protein starts from an ensemble of
unfolded states and folds through thousands of independent microscopic pathways, at last converging to the common native
structure (4–23). This process is similar to the way the water
flowing along different routes down mountains can ultimately
reach the same lake at the bottom (19).
The new view of protein folding derives from the advances
in both experimental and theory. Among many techniques, computer simulation stands for an important class of method in
studying protein structures, folding kinetics, thermodynamics,
free energy landscapes, and structure–stability–function relationship, as well as in engineering and designing new proteins and
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Figure 1. Three major levels of representation of proteins. (a)
The lattice mode (a 2D lattice for example), where each residue
is modeled as a bead and is restricted to the lattice grid. Two
types of beads are shown here, hydrophobic (black) and hydrophilic (white). The potential function usually only includes contact energies. (b) The off-lattice model where each residue is
represented as one (as shown here) or several beads (not
shown). The beads are allowed to move freely in space. In most
cases, the bond, angle, torsion angle and VDW interactions are
considered at this level of representation. (c) The all-atom
model of proteins where all atomic details, including all heavy
atoms and hydrogen atoms in each residue, ion and water molecules, are explicitly modeled. All physical interactions, including the bond, angle, torsion angle, VDW, and electrostatic interactions, and sometimes the polarization effect, coordination
bond, protonate/deprotonate process, and charge transfer, are
modeled.

answering even more general questions, such as the minimal
number of amino acid for proteins or the evolution principle of
protein families (5–47). In general, the computer simulation of
proteins can be divided into two classes, molecular dynamics
(MD) and Monte Carlo simulations. Both of them require some
levels of representation of the protein geometries and interactions, ranging from the highly simplified lattice model, to some
intermediate levels of modeling, and to all-atom model with
even water molecules explicitly considered.
The most schematic description of protein chain is self-avoiding walk on a cubic lattice with each amino acid represented by a
bead and restricted to the lattice grid. In the so called HP model,
two types of amino acids are considered, the hydrophobic and
polar residues (Fig. 1a). Despite their simplicity, the HP and similar models have proved invaluable in shaping the new statistical
view of protein folding (5–16). Here it is worth mentioning the
pioneering work of Kolinski and Skolnick on high-resolution lattice models, which have the ability to accurately model protein
structures and retain the computational efficiency of lattice

models as well (14–16). The lattice models benefits greatly from
the discretization of protein phase space; however, it also suffers
from this strategy. The discrete nature of the model surely affects
the folding behaviors, especially the dynamics of the system. The
off-lattice models alleviate this problem by employing a continuous representation of the internal degree of freedom (24–30). One
or more centroids can be used to represent an amino acid and a
suitable interaction potential among them needs to be introduced
(Fig. 1b). These simplified models allow people to simulate thousands of folding-unfolding events to obtain a detailed statistical
description of the folding process. They have provided major
insights into, for example, the enthalpy–entropy interplay, the
structure of the transition states, the folding nucleus, folding pathways, cooperativities, folding rates, and free energy landscapes.
Although the simplified coarse-grained models have proved
very useful in gaining insights to the general thermodynamic
and kinetic features of folding process, they are obviously
incapable of capturing the rich variety of physical and chemical
behaviors of proteins. In such cases, the appropriate tool is the
simulation based on all-atom representation of amino acids and
all-atom potential functions. Though the time scale accessible to
all-atom simulation is still hindered by its large computational
costs, it has illustrated its power in, for example, the detailed
characterization of the transition state structures, the complex
folding pathways, the structure of the denature state ensemble
and hydrodynamics (31–47). Most importantly, the all-atom
model is necessary in the rational design of drugs and protein
interactions (48–50).
Recently, the MD simulations are undergoing rapid developments and expanding their territories very quickly. The coarsegrained models are achieving more and more successes in large
molecular systems, such as the ribosome-protein complex, the
nucleosomes, molecular motors, and even the virus capsides. The
all-atom level simulations, however, are providing more and
more reliable details of the molecular process. Plus, the developments in the methodology, such as the multicanonical sampling,
the replica exchange method, the transition path sampling strategy, and the Folding@Home project, allow people to deal with
larger and larger biological systems (37–45). Currently, people
are able to collect thousand of trajectories of length several ten to
several hundreds nanoseconds; the overall computational length
has exceeded the folding time of fast folders. It is believed by
some optimists that the protein folding problem has been solved
(51). At the same time, the protein models at the intermediate
level have proved useful especially in protein structure
prediction; Rosetta, for example, is such a familiar program.
Nowadays, with the help of such level of protein models, highresolution (\1.5 Å) structure prediction can be achieved for
small protein domains (\85 residues) (52).
This review is by no means intended to cover all the advances in the area of computer simulation of protein folding; which
has expanded to such an extent that it is impossible to do this
job for any single review. The interested readers are referred to
several reviews for a better understanding of this area (16, 20,
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53–55). In this review, we would like to show a selection of
topics and methods which illustrate some interesting new directions in the computational protein folding studies, mostly in our
group. These includes but are not limited to the study of the
delicate enthalpy-entropy interplay in ribosome protein S6, the
exploration of the rules of disulfide bonds in the folding process
of protein Tendamistat, the effort to clear debates in the folding
mechanism of protein BBL, the works on chaperonin assisted
protein folding and on amyloid formation, and the researches
devoted to metal coupled protein folding.

THE ENTHALPY-ENTROPY INTERPLAY IN THE
FOLDING PROCESS OF RIBOSOME PROTEIN S6
During the last two decades, the coarse-grained Gō-like
models that incorporate only the structural information of native
state have proved very successful in studying the protein folding
process (56–60). This is because that the energy landscape of
most small globule proteins is largely determined by their
native topologies, which is supported by extensive experimental
observations and simulation results. For example, the structures
of the transition states (TS) are similar for proteins with similar
topologies and are insensitive to site mutations; the folding rates
exhibit a strong dependence on a topological parameter—the
contact order, which measured the average effective distance of
contacting residues along sequence. As a consequence of this
fact, the folding pathway and the structures of the TS and intermediate states can usually be predicted by the simplistic Gō-like
models. However, with the advancement of both experimental
techniques and simulation methodologies, it was discovered
that, in addition to the topological factor, the energetic factor
also plays an important role, especially in some proteins such
as the ribosomal protein S6.
The specialty of S6 was noticed in a circular permutation
experiment (61–63), which kept the interactions between
residues intact but changed the topology and loop entropy. The
interesting observation was that the distribution of the F-value
values of S6 changed from diffuse to polarized after circular
permutation. As a contrast, the distribution remains diffuse or
polarized for protein chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) or src SH3
domain after circular permutation, respectively. To understand
the interesting behaviors of S6, extensive experiments and
theoretical studies had been done, and it was concluded that
such behaviors are the consequence of the competition between
biased contact energy and loop entropy in this protein (64, 65).
For this reason, the failure of the simplistic Gō-like models in
predicting its folding process is not surprising; such models
treated all the native interactions equally thus suppressing the
energetic factors to the lowest level. (Fig. 2)
There are several important theoretical works concerning this
issue. For example, Shakhnovich and coworkers investigated
the folding process of S6 using an all-atom Gō model in conjunction with restraints from experimental F-values (64). With
those restraints, the biased contact energy was automatically

Figure 2. The native structure of the ribosomal protein S6. The
figure is generated using the software MOLMOL. The figure is
reproduced from ref. (66), with permission.

introduced into their model, which was then able to reproduce
most experimental observations. Following a similar idea,
Clementi and coworkers developed a systematic strategy to
incorporate experimental data into their coarse-grained model
(65), which indeed exhibited an atypical distribution of contact
energies. However, despite these successful works, the situation
is not satisfactory since these previous models need experimental data to calibrate the parameters of contact interactions; they
did not provide a transferable model with physically based
potential energies.
Toward building a transferable model, we developed a
coarse-grained Gō-like model by introducing variable contact
energies between residues based on their physical-chemical
properties (66). For example, the Van der Waals interaction was
modeled proportional to the number of heavy atom pairs within
a cut-off distance between two residues, the hydrogen bond was
defined based on the geometric structure of the native state, and
the hydrophobic interaction was added to three major interfaces
between four b-strands according to the contents of native contacts formed between two hydrophobic residues. To verify this
model, the folding of the wild-type protein S6 and its circular
permutant were simulated. The results showed a significant
improvement regarding the degree of agreement with experiments. First, the folding pathway was correctly predicted by the
modified model whereas failed by the original unmodified
model (Fig. 3a). For example, according to the original unmodified model, the fastest event is the formation of the native contacts within the interface S2-S3 due to a shorter involved loop
length and thus a lower conformational entropy change. How-
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Figure 3. (a) The folding pathway of ribosomal protein S6 calculated based on the original Gō-model (upper left) and the modified
Gō-model (lower left). Different curves correspond to different sub-structures. The Q value in the X-axis is the fraction of formed
native contacts during folding process, which is often used as a reaction coordinate (RC) together with coarse-grained Gō-like
models. Qpart is the fraction of native contacts within specific sub-structures indicated by the figure legends. This figure shows the
relative formation speed of different sub-structures with the progress of folding reaction; in short, we called it the folding pathway.
(b) The F-values of the wild-type S6 (upper right) and its permutant (lower right), demonstrating how well the structure of the
transition states (TS) is predicted. The filled circles represent the experimental values (taken from refs. (62, 63)), the open circles
are calculated from the modified model and the open triangular symbols are from the original Gō-model. The figures are reproduced from ref. (66), with permission.
ever, the modified model predicted that the formation of the
interface S2-S3 and hydrophobic core are the fastest, due to the
strong hydrophobic interactions in the new model. Second, the
the F-values calculated by the new model showed a better correlation with that determined by experiments (Fig. 3b). Third,
the folding nucleus identified by the new model was consistent
with previous works (64, 65).
This work showed that the new model works well for protein
S6 and highlighted the importance of modeling energetic
factors, especially in this protein. Also, this work indicated a
possible strategy used by nature to overcome the dilemma when
functional requirement conflicts with folding cooperativity; the
way is to use a delicate arrangement of interaction energy to
balance the conformational entropy. By this way, nature fulfills
the functional requirement and at the same time maintains the
folding cooperativity and avoids the formation of folding
intermediates, which may lead to harmful aggregation or
amyloidosis.

THE RULES PLAYED BY DISULFIDE BONDS IN THE
FOLDING PROCESS OF PROTEIN TENDAMISTAT
Many proteins, such as some membrane and secreted proteins in bacteria and eukaryotes, fold into their native structures

requiring the formation of disulfide bonds. Disulfide bonds are
covalent interactions between residues, and are vital for protein
stabilities and activities (67–69). The folding process involving
the formation of disulfide bonds is very complex. For example,
in the refolding experiment of the ribonuclease in vitro by
Anfinsen and coworkers, the different additive orders of oxidants and buffer led to completely different final structures
and activities (2), indicating the delicate role of disulfide bonds
in the folding process. Moreover, several experiments suggested
that the folding process of some disulfide-contained proteins
in vivo is even complex in that they require not only the participation of oxidants but also the help of many special enzymes
(70, 71).
It is a challenging task to explore such a complex folding
process for both experiments and theoretical analysis. So far,
people mostly focused on the refolding process without the rupture and reformation of disulfide bonds. If the denatured conformations of a protein are obtained by unfolding from native state
without presence of reductant, the disulfide bonds remain intact.
It has been shown by many experimental and theoretical studies
that the pre-formed disulfide bonds can significantly increase
the protein stability. However, regarding the folding kinetics,
there are two different opinions. One assumes that the preformed disulfide bonds will increase the folding rate because
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Figure 4. The schematic representation (backbone model) of
the native structure of wild-type tendamistat. The cysteines are
displayed with ball-stick model and the disulfide bonds are
shown by yellow sticks. The first disulfide bond (Cys-11–Cys27) is located at the end of the first b-hairpin while the second
one (C45–C73) connects the two outer strands-4 and strand-6.
The figure is reproduced from ref. (80), with permission.
the size of phase space the protein has explored is decreased
significantly by these preformed disulfide bonds (72, 73),
whereas the other argues that they may lead to kinetically
trapped intermediates and retard the folding process (74). It is
still an open question which opinion describes the role of preformed disulfide bonds better or the answer is case dependent.
Also, the folding process of proteins with disulfide bonds usually involves multiple pathways; the physical origin and biological behavior of these pathways also need to be clarified.
Protein tendamistat, a a-amylase inhibitor from Streptomyces
tenda, is a good model system for investigating the effects of
disulfide bonds on the stability and folding kinetics. It is an allb-sheet protein with 74 amino acids and has two disulfide
bonds, C11–C27 and C45–C73. There are extensive experimental studies on this protein (72–79). As a brief summary of these
works, tendamistat exhibits a two-state folding behavior that is
unique among all the disulfide bonded proteins discovered so
far, and this behavior sustains if either disulfide bond is
removed (76). A surprising feature is that the removal of the
C11–C27 disulfide bond leads to a larger effect on the stability
than the removal of the C45–C73, since the latter involves a
longer sequence stretch thus is presumed to have a larger
entropic effect (Fig. 4).
We developed a modified Gō-like model that incorporated
disulfide bonds as well as hydrogen bond interactions to investigate the folding mechanism of tendamistat and the effects of removal of disulfide bonds on the folding process (80). Our model
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Figure 5. The specific heat Cv calculated as a function of temperature (in unit of e/kB, where e is the energy and kB is the
Boltzmann constant). The transition temperatures (corresponding to the peak of the Cv curve) of the wild-type tendamistat (thick solid line), the C11A/C27S mutant M1 (dotted line),
the C45A/C73A mutant M2 (thin solid line), and the mutant
M3 with both disulfide bonds removed (dashed line) are 1.217,
1.179, 1.189, and 1.152, respectively. The figure is reproduced
from ref. (80), with permission.

showed that the disulfide bonds as well as the three hydrogen
bonds between the N-terminal loop-0 and strand-6 are of significant importance for the folding of tendamistat (79); without either interaction, the two-state behaviors become unstable or the
folding pathway changes significantly. The simulation based on
the modified model showed that tendamistat and its two singledisulfide mutants are all two-state folders, consistent with the
experimental observations (76, 79). By comparing the folding
behaviors of the wild-type tendamistat with its two mutants, it
was found that the removal of either C11–C27 or C45–C73 disulfide bond leads to a large decrease in the thermodynamical
stability and the loss of structure in the unfolded state; and the
effect of the former is stronger than that of the latter, as shown
in Fig. 5 (76, 79). We further studied the folding pathways of
the wild-type tendamistat and its two mutants and got a detailed
folding picture for these proteins, which complemented the experimental findings. The folding nuclei were also identified,
consistent with those suggested by experimental studies (81).
Therefore, a nucleation/growth folding mechanism that explains
the two-state folding manner was clearly characterized, as
shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, the effects of the removal of each
disulfide bond on the thermodynamics and folding dynamics
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Figure 6. The folding pathway of the wild type tendamistat
shown on a contact map. The X and Y axes are the residue
indices. The black spot indicates there is a native contact
formed between two residues. The contacts inside the circle
regions with thick lines are formed before reaching the transition state (TS); these inside the rectangular regions are formed
in the TS; these inside the ellipse region are formed in the later
folding process except that several key contacts were found to
be formed in the TS; and the contacts inside the irregular
region are formed in the final stage. The figure is reproduced
from ref. (80), with permission.

were also well interpreted from their influence on the nucleus.
This work suggested that the modified Gō-like model is a workable model for describing the folding behavior of protein
tendamistat and could be used to study other disulfide-bonded
proteins.

THE FOLDING MECHANISM OF b-HAIRPIN AND
ALL-ATOM SIMULATION
The coarse-grained model has made great contributions to
our understanding of protein folding and is still undergoing
rapid developments. At the same time, all-atom simulation with
either implicit or explicit solvent model is attracting more and
more interests of researches from both academic institutes and
industry, which is attributed to the exponential increase in computational power as well as the recent significant advances in
methodology. The computational cost of the all-atom simulation
is enormous due to the large number of degree of freedom it
has to deal with and the thousands or millions of local minima
in the energy landscape, which may trap trajectories hence
effectively slow down the sampling speed. Accordingly, many

techniques have been developed to overcome this problem.
Among them, the replica exchange method (REM) is perhaps
the most familiar (82, 83). The REM method requires
simultaneously running of several replicas of the same protein
system, yet at different temperatures. The replicas will be
subject to attempt to exchange after a fixed number of MD
steps; the exchange probability is calculated according to a
Metropolis-like criterion. The REM method is especially useful
to overcome the multiple minimum problems because the replicas at low temperatures could be exchanged to high temperatures and get high probabilities there to transfer to a new region
of phase space.
In the past, there are many works on the folding mechanism
of b-hairpins (84–91). These works are important in that
b-hairpin is one of the key secondary structural elements and
many features of folding kinetics can be found in this structure;
moreover, its folding time-scale is within microseconds, which
is accessible for both fastest time-resolved experiments and
advanced simulation techniques. Therefore, the b-hairpins
provide a good model system to test our models and theories
for protein.
Although extensive studies have been done previously, the
folding mechanism of b-hairpins remains elusive. Toward better
understanding of this problem, by combining all-atom explicit
water simulation with the REM method, we studied the energy
landscape, folding intermediates, structural features of the transition region, and the kinetics of the trpzip2 b-hairpin (45). The
conclusions are (1) the very early folding process is initiated by
the nonspecific hydrophobic collapse; (2) the structure of the
transition region is characterized by a largely formed turn and the
hydrophobic interaction between the inner pair of core residues.
The turn formation and establishment of hydrophobic interactions
are cooperative processes and occur almost simultaneously—it is
not appropriate to say which one occurs earlier; (3) the roles
played by turn and hydrophobic interactions in folding process
are different. The turn sequence determines the size of conformation space of the denatured state that the peptide has to search
within to find the bottleneck of the transition states, thus determines the folding rate. The hydrophobic interaction provides a
compact ensemble to facilitate hydrogen-bond registration and
stabilizes the nascent turn; (4) the folding mainly follows a zipper
mechanism, however, the hydrophobic interactions are also critical. The folding picture is a blend of hydrogen bond-centric and
hydrophobic core-centric mechanism.

BBL: THE GLOBAL DOWNHILL FOLDER?—STUDIED
BY BOTH COARSE-GRAINED AND ALL-ATOM MODELS
The folding mechanism is one of the most interested topics in
protein researches during the last decades. On the basis of the
landscape theory, several possible folding mechanisms were proposed from the fundamental physics of protein systems, including
the Type-0 (the downhill folding with no free-energy barriers)
and Type-I (two-state folding with a high free-energy barrier sep-
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arating the native state and the denatured state) (92). Among
these, the two-state folding behaviors were carefully characterized through the widely cooperation between theoreticians and
experimentalists, including the cooperativity (93–97), folding
pathways (98–100), folding nucleus (101, 102), and many other
interesting issues (92, 103–105). Meanwhile, other kinds of folding mechanisms were sometimes discussed (106). Some downhill
behaviors for artificially designed proteins were observed in the
condition with denatured state totally destabilized (107–109); it
is just a nonequilibrium behavior and related to local regions of
the whole landscape. In 2002, Munoz group proposed the first
natural downhill folder (110), a small protein BBL, which is
believed to have a barrierless behavior for a wide range of denaturant concentrations. This finding raised a lot of debates (111–
113). Does the protein BBL really have the downhill behavior?
What kind of factors produces such a special kinetic behavior?
These questions have attracted much attention during the recent
years (114–123). The molecular details are deserved to solve
these problems.
As a computational approach, an off-lattice model with
Gō-like interaction was used to simulate the folding of protein
BBL (122). The specific capacity calculation showed that the
model protein does have a low folding cooperativity compared
with that of protein CI2—a most familiar two-state cooperative
folder (Fig.7a). The free energy along the reaction coordinate
Q, which is the fraction of native contacts, are generally unimodal at various temperatures, demonstrating a barrier-less folding
feature (Fig. 7b). The free energy profiles at various temperatures all have a single valley, which gradually varies from the
denatured state to the native state following the decrease of the
temperature, suggesting a global downhill behavior with minimal frustration. To reveal the physical origin of such a special
behavior, a comparison of the native structure with protein CI2
was made and it was found that BBL has a much lower ratio of
nonlocal contacts in its native structure. Presumably, the ratio
of nonlocal contacts may be used as an indicator of folding
behaviors, global downhill via cooperative. This idea was supported by the statistics on a set of 17 proteins with different
kinetics, where a strong correlation between the number of
the nonlocal contacts
per 
residue (NN) and the cooperativity
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
factor (j2 ¼ 2Tf kB Cv ðTf Þ DEcal , see the refs. (95, 96)) was
observed (122). This correlation enabled us to semi-quantitatively predict the folding cooperativity solely from the native
structure of proteins.
To further test the ability of the structural factor NN in
predicting the folding kinetics, a series of theoretical ‘‘mutations’’ on a two-state protein, the lambda repressor, were carried
out (122). It was found that by modulating the ratio of the nonlocal contacts by ‘‘mutations,’’ this original two-state protein
was successfully changed to a downhill folder. Further, based
on these results, it was proposed that a protein with cooperativity j2 \ 0.34 or with NN \ 0.90 would be a good candidate of
the global downhill folder. This criterion offered us an auxiliary
tool to discover new global downhill folders.
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Figure 7. The heat capacity Cv as a function of the reduced
temperature (a) and the free energy along the fraction of native
contacts Q (b) calculated for protein BBL (the upper two figures) and CI2—a two-state cooperative folder (the bottom two
figures), respectively. The temperature is normalized with
respect to each protein’s folding temperature Tf. In (b), different
free energy curves were calculated at different temperatures; the
upper curves correspond to lower temperatures. The figures are
reproduced from ref. (122), with permission.

The stronger judgment of whether BBL is a global downhill
folder may come from the all-atom simulations. Besides the
coarse-grained model study of BBL described earlier, we also
calculated the free energy landscape of BBL with replicaexchange all-atom MD simulations with water molecules explicitly modeled (120). Totally 64 replicas were used; the overall
simulation time is 6.4 microseconds, comparable with the folding time (7 microseconds at 310 K). To characterize the
energy landscape faithfully, a total of four combinations of
eight OPs (order parameters) were used to project the free
energy surface. They are the fraction of native contacts Q, the
radius of gyration of the whole protein Rg, that of the hydrophobic core Rcore
g , the RMSD with respect to the native structure,
the number of formed native hydrogen bonds nHB, the number
of native helical residues nHelix, the number of formed native
contacts in the secondary structure Q2 and in the tertiary structure Q3. The free energy landscape was found rather complex.
As shown by Figs. 8a and 8b, only one broad populated state is
populated, whereas Figs. 8c and 8d show two separated basins
of attractions. However, even for Figs. 8c and 8d, the free
energy barrier separating two basins is only 2kBT, indicating
that the folding cooperativity is rather low. Figure 8 also sugand RMSD could be better
gests that among all OPs, the Rcore
g
parameters to detect the possible separation of states. Besides, it
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Figure 8. The two dimensional free energy projections calculated at temperature 330 K. The height between neighboring contour
lines is 1 kBT. Totally eight OPs (order parameters) are used, which are defined in the context. The figures are reproduced from
ref. (120), with permission.
should be noted that Fig. 8 shows no evidence of existing of intermediate states, ruling out the multistate picture.
As the projection of energy landscape is dependent on the
choice of OPs, we tried to circumvent this problem by constructing it in high dimensional space. The idea is that, (1) presumably,
more OPs together can characterize the free energy landscape
better; (2) while highly cooperative folding (indicating high free
energy barrier) can be characterized well by only one reaction
coordinate (RC), weakly or noncooperative folding (indicating
flat free energy surface) may need more RC to describe the
motions along the free energy surface; (3) since the free energy
barrier in protein folding is entropic in nature, the increase in the
dimensionality of the projecting space will decrease the barrier
height, thus the dimensionality cannot be a large number;
presumable, a dimension of 3–4 is a good choice. After constructing the energy landscape in a 4D space, we calculated the
minimal pathway leading from the denatured state to the native
state as a function of Q. The curves calculated at temperatures
300, 310, 320, 330, and 340 K are shown in Fig. 9. It can be

seen that along these pathways, the free energy barriers are
very low. For example, it is only 1 kBT at 330 K and 1.3 kBT
at 300 K.
According to Figs. 8 and 9, the free energy barrier is rather
low, 1–2 kBT near the experimental melting temperature,
depending on the way the energy landscape is projected. Moreover, taking consideration of the slower convergent speed at the
barrier region, the barrier height may decrease slightly further
for an even longer simulation. Therefore, 1–2 kBT could be an
upper limit of the barrier height near the melting temperature.
One importance difference between the cooperative and
downhill folding is the conformational distribution of the transition states. To characterize this distribution for BBL, we collected all the conformations in the transition region, clustered
them and then superimposed the representative structure of each
cluster with the native structure (Fig. 5 in refs. (120)). The
result showed that, roughly speaking, the relative positions of
three helices are similar to that in the native state thus similar
in all conformations. However, their spatial orientations showed
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cedure was free of possible baseline problem. The large spread
of Tm suggested that the five structural features unfold in a
weakly or non-cooperative manner, consistent with the small
free energy barriers shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and the structural
feature of the transition states.
The spread of 19 K is significantly smaller than that of
Naf-BBL (60 K) reported by Sadqi et al. by performing an
atom-by-atom analysis in their NMR experiment (115). The
most possible reason is the different pH values used; a neutral
solvent was modeled in our simulation whereas pH 5.3 was
used in the experiment. Physically, the low pH will change the
electrostatic distribution of protein thus affects the enthalpy–
entropy interplay in folding process, leading to a different free
energy barrier and different cooperativity. If we naively relate
the spread of Tm with the barrier height, since both of them are
correlated with the folding cooperativity, the comparison of the
spread of Tm indicates that the Naf-BBL at pH 5.3 may have an
even low barrier height than 1–2 kBT. In this way, our all-atom
simulation supported the global downhill picture of BBL.

Figure 9. The minimal pathway along the 4D free energy
surface as a function of the fraction of native contact Q, calculated at temperatures indicated by the legends. The curves have
been shifted along the vertical axis for clear representation. The
figure is reproduced from ref. (120, 121), with permission.

great variabilities, especially that of the second and the third
one. The transition states of our construct of BBL showed a
much higher degree of structural variability than that of cooperative folder NTL9, whereas a less degree than that of protein
BBL predicted by coarse-grained model (Figs. 7b and 7e),
Knott and Chan (119). Our specific construct of BBL indeed
exhibited some cooperativity; however, it was very weak and
exhibited a large conformational heterogeneity in its transition
states.
On the experimental front, major emphasis had been placed
on checking for the inconsistency in the melting temperature Tm
between different probes (110–112, 115). We followed the
same procedure as in experiments by monitoring the temperature dependence of the signals of five different structural features. They are the fraction of native contacts Q, the fraction of
native tertiary contacts Q3, the average lengths of helix-1 and
helix-3, and the number of native hydrogen bonds nHB. After
applying the standard two-state analysis using the Gibbs–Helmholtz equation for each individual signal, we found that their
temperature dependence do not coincide with each other: the
structural features that mostly define the tertiary structure melt
at lower temperatures (For example, the Q3 curve), whereas secondary structure sustains much higher temperatures. The melting temperatures range from 378 to 397 K, spanning a width of
19 K. A similar value, 17 K, was obtained if the Tm was calculated from direct derivative of the unfolding curves, which pro-

CHAPERONIN-ASSISTED PROTEIN FOLDING
The folding inside living cells (namely the in vivo folding) is
a widely interested and difficult topic in protein researches. In
the cellular environment, there are a large number of biological
macromolecules and machineries (123–130), which have complex interactions with substrate proteins. Sometimes, the folding
is coupled with synthesis process or with aggregations (as the
formation of amyloid-shaped structures in central neuronal system) (131–136). The crowded and heterogeneous environment
makes the in vivo folding largely different from the in vitro
folding processes. During the recent decade, accompanied with
the progress in both experiments and the simulations, there are
more and more attentions on the in vivo folding (137–154). In
these studies, the effect of geometric confinement is generally
appreciated, which states that the inert confinement could accelerate the folding by reducing the entropy of the denatured
states. However, in the realistic cellular environment, the influence exerted by the surroundings may not be simply inert (149–
151). In fact, some experiments (152, 153) showed that the
folding of several specific proteins can be retarded by the
chaperonin GroEL, which generally encapsulates the substrate
proteins inside its cavity and provides a typical crowded
environment; the experimental results were different from the
expectation based on the regular theory of geometric confinement. Therefore, a more comprehensive analysis is necessary to
understand the folding processes in complex environments.
To study the chaperonin-related protein folding processes,
we modeled the crowded environment as a space of shape of a
cylinder and utilized a Gō-like potential to model the interactions inside proteins (60). Different from the previous studies,
the interaction between hydrophobic residues and the cylinder
wall was modeled as well (Fig. 10). It was found that the attractive interaction between hydrophobic residues and the wall can
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Figure 10. (a) The sketch map for the substrate protein encapsulated in the chaperonin cavity. The crowded environment was
modeled as a space of shape of a cylinder. The hydrophobic
residues are shown as black balls and the hydrophilic residues
as gray. (b) The potential function between protein and the cylinder wall. The parameter r measures the distance in unit of
angstrom from the center. The interaction between hydrophilic
residues and the cylinder wall is repulsive, represented by the
curve Vrepul; and that between hydrophobic residues and the
wall is attractive, corresponding to Vaffine. The figures are
taken from ref. (60), with permission.
weaken the acceleration effect of the confinement, though the
optimal size of the cylinder to maximize the folding rate
depends little on this affinity (Fig. 11). Also, it was observed
that this affinity can induce unfolding, which stabilizes the
unfolded structures and acts as a competitor of the intra-protein
interactions. This result could explain the unfolding signals of
substrate proteins observed in the T state of GroEL and provide
a physical picture for the iterative annealing mechanism.
Besides, a series of mutations were carried out for protein CI2
and studied by using this model. The experimental acceleration/
retardation of the folding rates was successfully reproduced
quantitatively (Fig. 12). This verified our modeling and suggested that the protein-environment interaction is important for
a precise understanding of the protein folding process inside the
crowded cellular condition.

THE DISCRETE MD SIMULATIONS AND
PROTEIN SELF-ASSOCIATION
Biological cells are composed of very high concentration of
macromolecules. In such a crowded environment, some ordered
aggregates in the shape of amyloid fibrils are widely observed
in biological systems. It was suggested that such an aggregation
is a common feature of peptides and proteins. The design of
new therapy for treating amyloid related diseases demands an
extensive comprehension on the mechanism of the formation
and propagation of such aggregates in complex cellular environ-

Figure 11. The folding rate as a function of the radius L (in
unit of angstrom) of the chaperonin cavity at different affinity
strengths h at temperature T0f (the folding temperature in bulk).
Kf is the folding rate inside the chaperon cavity and K0f is that
in bulk. The figure is taken from ref. (60), with permission.

ment. To this end, discrete MD (DMD) simulation is a good
theoretical tool since it is computational fast due to the discrete
nature of its potential and the model is flexible enough to model
chain dynamics. For DMD, the discontinuous feature of potentials makes all the motions propagate at constant speed; therefore the processing of events are algebra calculations rather
than the integration of dynamic equations, greatly reducing the
computational demands. The collisions and propagations of the
beads are processed sequentially, and all these events build up
the dynamics of systems. The DMD simulation has achieved
many successes in the study of protein folding pathway, the
structure of the transition states and denatured state ensemble,
and especially protein–protein association and aggregation
(154–162).
The EAK-series peptides are typical model systems in studying the self-assembling of peptide and formation of amyloid
fibrils. These peptides are composed of three kinds of amino
acids, the glutamic acid (E) carrying negative charge, the neutral alanine (A), and the lysine (K) carrying positive charge.
The amino acids are often arranged with a certain order along
the sequence. Among these peptides, the EAK16-IV is an ionic
self-complementary polyalanine-based peptide chain and can
form different kinds of aggregate structures at various conditions (161), which make it an interesting system to study the a
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Figure 12. The correlation of the folding rate of protein CI2
and its mutants between the simulation results (indicated by the
subscript index T) and those obtained from experiments
(indicated by the subscript index E). The experimental values
were taken from ref. (153). The superscript index c and b
represent the folding rates inside the chaperonin cavity and in
bulk, respectively. The correlation coefficient is R 5 0.826. The
figure is taken from ref. (60), with permission.
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Figure 13. Snapshots of a full a-helix conformation (a) which
has 12 a-helical hydrogen bonds with four a-helical turns, and a
hairpin-like conformation (b) with a five residue turn located at
the center. These conformations are colored based on the
residue types, red for E, gray for A, and blue for K. The figure
is taken from ref. (161), with permission.

helix-b structure conformational conversion and self-assembling. We developed a five-bead discrete model in which five
beads, including the a-carbon (Ca), the carbonyl carbon (C) and
oxygen (O), the amide nitrogen (N), and the first atom of side
chain (Cb), and the hydrogen bonds between C, N, and O in
the peptide plane were explicitly modeled. The structure dynamics of monomers was studied and it was found that there is
a competition between two types of structural motifs, a-helix
and b-hairpin (Fig. 13); different strength of electrostatic interaction favors different structures. The hairpin-like structures
would be dominant for strong electrostatic interactions both
thermodynamically and kinetically, showing the importance of
this interaction on the formation of hairpin-like structures.
Another interesting observation was that the molecular concentration contributes essentially to the shape of dimers; the sheetlike dimers are kinetically preferable to hairpin-like dimers as
the concentration increases (Fig. 14). This work demonstrated
that the electrostatic interactions and kinetic factors might be
important for the ordered amyloid aggregates.

Figure 14. The typical dimeric structures for EAK16-IV peptide. (a) antiparallel b-sheet dimer, (b) mixed b-sheet dimer, (c)
parallel b-sheet dimer, (d) parallel b-hairpin dimer, (e) antiparallel b-hairpin dimer, (f) mixed b-hairpin dimer. (a), (b), and
(c) are classified into sheet-like dimer, and (d), (e), and (f) are
hairpin-like dimer. The sheet-like dimers are kinetically preferable to hairpin-like dimers as the concentration increases. The
figure is taken from Ref. (161), with permission.

METAL-COUPLED PROTEIN FOLDING
Many proteins need the help of cofactors for their proper
functions. Metal ions, e.g., Zn(II), Ca(II), Cu(II), etc., are a

kind of important cofactors assisting the folding and stabilization of a large number of proteins (163). Because of the
involvement of metal ions, the protein folding exhibits quite dif-
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ferent behaviors compared with the protein folding without
these cofactors. Understanding the metal coupled folding can
significantly extend the current knowledge of the protein folding, which is mostly obtained based on the studies of spontaneous protein folding.
The zinc coupled folding of Cys2His2 type Zinc-finger is
small protein motif in which the zinc ion is essential for its
proper folding and stabilization. The native structure of the classical zinc-finger contains an N-terminal b-hairpin and a C-terminal a-helix which are stabilized by zinc binding and hydrophobic core (164). It represents a wide class of proteins for
which the folding or other functional motions depends on the
binding of metal-cofactors. Although many features have been
revealed experimentally, a detailed atomistic picture of the coupling between metal binding and conformational motions is still
lacking due to the limited temporal and spatial resolutions in
experiments.
The MD method has proven to be a powerful tool in revealing the detailed mechanism of protein folding. However, when
applied to the metal coupled folding, the conventional MD
models need to be modified due to the following new features
introduced by the involvement of metal ions. First, the formation and breakup of the coordination bonds between metal ion
and its ligands occur frequently and the charge can transfer
between metal ion and ligand atoms during the folding/unfolding process. Such quantum mechanical process was usually not
modeled in the force field of conventional classical MD simulation explicitly. Second, the titratable ligands can be deprotonated when coordination bond forms, due to the strong oxidative activity of involved metal ions. This process contributes to
the experimentally observed enthalpy change significantly.
Again, it was not modeled in the conventional classical MD.
In ref. (165), we developed a theoretical model for zinc
coupled protein folding by modifying the conventional MD
method. In this model, the coordination bonds between the Zn(II)
and liganding atoms were described by a nonbonded model (van
de Waals and electrostatic interactions) (166). The charge transfer effect was included by appropriately integrating the quantummechanically derived quantities into the classical MD model
following the idea of Sakharov and Lim (167). The metal ion
induced protonation/deprotonation of ligand residues and the
metal-induced polarization effect of the imidazole ring in the
histidine residues were implemented by an empirical way (See
ref. (165) for the the details). With these modifications, the metal
coupled protein folding and other functional motions can be
appropriately described by classical MD method.
On the basis of this model, we performed long time scale
all-atom MD simulations for a Cys2His2 type zinc-finger with
explicit solvent using the replica exchange MD method. The
simulation results showed that the Zn(II) binds to the peptide at
the very beginning of the folding, indicating that the Zn(II) participates in the whole folding process, not just stabilizing the
native structure. The Zn(II) binds to the two conserved cystein
residues earlier than the two conserved histidine residues, which

Figure 15. A schematic representation of the Zn(II) coupled
folding of the Cys2His2 Zinc-finger. From left to right, the
figures are the denatured state, an intermediate state and the
native structure, respectively.

is consistent with the experimental observations based on
Raman spectra and Uv–vis absorption spectra (168, 169).
Before all the four native coordinate bonds are formed, other
non-native ligands, i.e., water molecules or/and atoms of other
residues, can be coordinated to the zinc ion. Therefore, during
the zinc-coupled folding process, the ligand exchange is necessary for the protein to achieve correct coordination structure.
Such misligation and ligand exchange may be a unique feature
in metal-coupled protein folding and other functional motions.
By analyzing the folding free energy landscape, a folding
pathway was deduced. It was found that the folding initiates
with a hydrophobic collapse, during which the a-helix may be
partially formed although the stability is low. Then the folding
proceeds with the full formation of the b-hairpin and partial formation and stabilization of the a-helix. This is a rate-limiting
step since a high barrier needs to be overcome. Finally, the
folding finishes with the full formation of the a-helix. Note that
such a folding scenario is strongly coupled with the binding of
the Zn(II) (Fig. 15). Comparisons between the folding free
energy landscapes with and without zinc binding indicated that
the zinc binding has dramatic contributions to the folding free
energy landscape. Instead of just changing the relative populations of each major state in the conformational space, binding
of the Zn(II) completely changes the pattern of the free energy
landscape by eliminating some major states and inducing several new basins of attractions. These results again suggested
that the Zn(II) is actively involved in the whole folding process,
and its binding can direct and modulate the folding and stabilization of the secondary structures. Also, this crucial role of zinc
binding is mediated by the packing of the conserved hydrophobic residues (165).
In ref. (170), Dahivat et al. designed a new protein FSD-1
based on the classical zinc-finger by replacing the binding zinc
with a much larger hydrophobic core. This new protein is capable of folding to the same structure as the original zinc-finger.
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In ref. (171), we performed intensive all atom MD simulations
for protein FSD-1. The results showed that the designed protein
has quite different folding pathway compared with the original
zinc-finger. This difference also supports that the zinc binding
plays a crucial role in folding of zinc-finger.
Recently, accumulating evidence suggests that the aggregation
of the amyloid-b peptide (Ab) is the main pathogeny of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and the metal binding can promote the aggregation and the development of the AD (172–174). It is helpful for
treating the related diseases to investigate the molecular mechanism of the metal induced aggregation and fibrillation of Ab peptide and to detect possible factors which can inhibit the pathogenic
binding of metal ions. It is believed that two possible mechanisms
can result in the metal induced aggregation of Ab (175–177): (1)
the metal ion binds to two Ab monomers simultaneously and promotes the aggregation by bridging the peptides; (2) each metal ion
binds to one monomer and results in some specific conformational
transition, which contributes to the Ab aggregation. In ref. (177),
by comparing the conformational distributions of Ab (Ab40) peptides with and without zinc binding based on all-atom MD simulations, we showed that the zinc binding can affect the conformational distribution of Ab monomer dramatically. Particularly, we
found that the zinc binding can increase the formation probabilities of the b-strand in the central hydrophobic cluster, the salt
bridge Asp23-Lys28, and the turn comprising the residues 23–28.
These local structures play important roles in the Ab aggregation
(179–181). Therefore, the peptide with zinc binding samples more
conformations which are prone to aggregate, suggesting that the
metal induced conformational variation is one of the possible
mechanisms for metal promoted aggregation of Ab peptide.
Although the earlier results were obtained mostly based on
the study of a zinc-finger peptide, knowledge of the metalcoupled folding for this motif could provide insight into the
general mechanism of metal-cofactor-dependent protein folding
because the processes such as metal binding, ligand exchange,
and metal-induced secondary structure conversion exhibited by
zinc-finger may also occur during the folding and functional
motions of other metalloproteins.

CONCLUSION
The MD simulation is a paramount tool for studying protein
folding. It has achieved great success in the past two decades.
Besides the recent developments described in the earlier context, there are more new applications of computer simulations,
such as the study of protein folding in in vivo cell environment
(the crowdness effect), the cotranslational folding, the chaperone assisted folding, and the simulation of amyloid fibril aggregation and oligomer formation. The territory of computer
simulations has even been expanded to large protein complex or
molecular machines. For example, it has been used to study the
stability of nucleosomes, the dynamics of ion channels and
virus capsides, the motion of molecular motors, and the synthe-
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sis process of proteins in ribosome (182–190). With the
continuing improvement in computational power as well as in
methodology, both temporal and spatial region accessible to
simulations will be broadened further; it can be expected that
computer simulations will prove invaluable in an even wider
field and provide more exciting insights into structural biology.
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